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SGA starts new year BOV
Speaker warns
against posting
photos online
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND
SENIOR WRITER

JANISHOU'OMBhA.wrifcii/i/i

Nick Manzlone off the Office of Judlcal Affairs warns students of the trouble online photos can cause.

Before Winter Break, the SGA
Executive Council vetoed a resolution with a 0-3-1 vote stating
support of an appointed Board
of Visitors representative.
The resolution, written by
CAL Senator Geary Cox, suggested appointment to raise
awareness among students
about the BOV representative's position. According to
Student Body President Wesli
Spencer, the resolution was
not passed because the members of the Executive Council
did not feel the Senate did
enough regarding the posi-

tion. He said they would be
more likely to support a bill
that was reworded and more
thoroughly researched.
The, Senate had the opportunity to overturn the veto, but
did not succeed in getting the
two-thirds majority vote. Cox
said although he sponsored the
bill, he is glad it did not pass.
According to Stephanie
Genco, JMU's BOV student
representative, she presented
the resolution to the members
of the board at the last BOV
meeting on Jan. 6. They said
that the current election method for the student representative should be kept in place.
SGA Sponsor Dave Barnes
also spoke on behalf of Mark
Warner, senior vice president
of student affairs, stating he
Wll interested in looking into
the process of filling the position and would like to see
more students educated about

the position. Barnes also said
he felt the BOV would not
revise the process of selection,
whether the resolution was
passed or not.
The SGA also heard from
guest speaker Nick Manzione
from
judicial
Affairs.
Manzione shared
concern
with the SGA over the use
of Webshots and Facebook to
share pictures of students participating in illegal activities.
"(Students') pictures online
can be used against them,"
Manzione said. When students
display pictures on the World
Wide Web, they become public
domain and can be presented as evidence — along with
other evidence — to judicial,
which can result in a variety
of penalties for the students,
Manzione said. Manzione also
said students should be careful
about what they post online
for others to see.

Students provide health care
Group travels to
Central America
to help ill citizens
B\ DREW

Lor

NEW EDITOR

A group of pre-health students
who recently returned from a trip to
Costa Rica and Nicaragua gained both
medical experience and an understanding of a new culture as the\
provided much needed health care to
people in Central America.
The 24 pre-hcdllh students spent
12 days split between Costa Rica and
Nicaragua where they diagnosed,
treated and prescribed medicine.
The patients they saw are unable to
afford medical care. In Nicaragua,
94 percent of the population lives off
less than $2 a day.
The level of poverty was quickly
evident to the students. "As soon as
we crossed the border to Nicaragua,
we were surrounded by children,
begging us for money," said senior
Nicole G rocky.
At each location, the students
worked at both professional medical clinics and clinics run out of area
homes or churches where patients
lined up to see doctors.
Conditions were especially poor
in Nicaragua where doctors, who are
employed by the government have
been on strike for more than two months
h*iping for pay raises.
The students saw, and treated
patients for the first bme, with a vanety
of ailments including cavities, scabies,
fungal infections and parasites — all
of which could be prevented by good
hygiene practices.
Senior Natalie Lee said so many
children had parasite infections thai the
doctor the students worked with called
the prescription, consisting of anti-parasite medication and vitamins, dubbed a
"happy meal."
But the help the students could provide was limited. One fVyear-old female
pabent was seen for a stomach ailment.
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Sophomore Tara McCluskey checks a patient's Mood pressure as part of the charitable, eduatlonal trip.
Unable to speak, her mother explained this
was caused by an accident at the age of four
that left her with nerve damage. Her family
was unable to pay for any type of surgery or
treatment.
"It was upsetting when pabents had
very serious problems that required special
treatments and surgenes that we amid not
provide," Nicole Grocky said.
Junior Kelli Savia said she never
would have gained this expenence in the
United States.
"It would take graduating undergrad,
graduating from medical or dental school,
and it wouldn't be until residency that we

would be able to do something like this,"
she said.
In addition to the medical experience the
students gained, the)' were also presented
with the opportunity to leam more about the
region's culture.
luiuor Ashley Smith said the people she
and the other students met lived in small
shantytowns, had homes with dirt floors
and no running water or sewage systems.
"Surpnsinglv, these people were so
grateful for their lives and for us being there.
It was reallv a wake-up call to how selfish we
can be here in Amenca." she said.
This relief effort was started after senior co-

leader Gene Wmg went cm a similar tnp last
year with Internal Service Learning, a group
that organizes medical-related service trips.
He said his two trips were completely different. He visited different locations,
worked with different doctors and this time,
he was traveling with JMU students.
Onginally he and his co-leader, alumna
Emily Dunston, had planned to only have II
to 12 students to travel with them. That number grew and exceeded their expectations.
"I am so proud of each and every one
of my fellow peers that devoted their break
time and energy to serve the local residents,"
Wong said.

Week's events to honor, remember King
Theme to be "Empowering the Vision: Discovering the Content of Your Character"
BY RACHANA

Dixir

MEM EDflKM
I his year the Martin Luther
King )r. Celebration Week aims
bO commemorate King's life and
|< i-..icvlhniugha myriad of etents
under the theme "Empowenng
the Vision: Discovering the
i untent of Your Character."
The theme was generated
after committee interest meetings
began in the fall. Dusty Huebner,
i enter for Multicultural Student
Service!! graduate assistant, said,
"We started with words that Dr.
King embodied." The character
letta then were applied tu students and the community.
The week, scheduled for today
through (an. 21, features a series
of new events along with many
events held from year to year.
New events include the Warm
< lothel Dnve from Jan. 9 to Ian
21, and a performance by the

Harlem Gospel Choir in Wilson
Hall on (an 13. Huebner said the
choii was formed because of an
MLK celebration, and they share
songs ol inspiration and hope.
The Warm Clothes Drive is one
of two service events also being
held during the week. Huebner s.m!
Gamma Sigma Sigma, a potential
new- sorority on campus, wanted
to get the ckrthes dnve started this
year to add to the regular I labitat
lot Humanity event. "It worked out
really well," Huebner said. Prop-oft
sites for clothes include residence
halls. Warren room 245 and on the
summons on (an. 18.
Other events being held
'his vear that have been held
■n the past include Unity Dav
on Jan. 18, the MLK March and
Speak Out on Jan. 12 and Poetrv
N'ght in TPU on Jan. 19. PottT)
Night, which is sponsored bv
the University Program Hoard
will allow students to discUM

many subjects through poetry or
through music
Senior Anna Fitzgibbon,
UPB's director of variety entertainment, said, "It's just really a
chance for students to share." She
added that the poetry or songs
can focus on anyone's struggle
and that it doesn't have to deal
with Martin Luther King Jr. "It's
about anvone who's overcome
something," she said.
I it/gibbon hopes to do other
tvantl for MLK week and with
CMSS in the future. "Everything
associated with MLK last year
wm *ff) powerful," she added.
Events recognizing King's
efforts have been held at JMU
si ru a 1 WH. Students held a protest
on the day of President Linwood
Ruse's inauguration because, at
that time, the school was in session on MLK day. The following
year, after Rose became president, the holiday was granted.

I M'KI SVM-KJartmwm
Martin Luther King Jr. Week kicks off today and goes
until Jan. 21.

looks
at '06
budget
Board approves
funds for future
campus projects
M

ALLISON GOSSAT

STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 6, the Board of
Visitors met to discuss the future
of JMU and its students. The
board, which meets four times
a year, makes important decisions involved in governing the
university, and the most recent
meeting was no different.
The budget amendments
approved by the board were
especially important to future
projects. Due to the growing
number of students on the east
side of campus a large dining
facility similar to D-hall is in the
works. A CISAT library was also
approved by the board. JMU
spokesman Andv Per line said
both protects are necessary- in
order to meet the needs of the
growing number of students on
that part of campus.
"With the growing number
of students on the east side of
i campus, it becomes rteceasan
to accommodate them," Perrine
said. "Fesbval was only meant to
be a cash operation and students
need a full-service dining hall
similar toD-hall."
Construction on Miller Hall is
steadily progressing as well, and
when the construction finishes.
the psychology department is
expected to relocate.
While the BOV has approved
the budget amendments necessary to fund these projects, they
must first be approved bv legislators in Richmond this spring
before work can begin.
In addition to the number
of amendments to the budget
discussed and approved, several presentations were given
to educate the board. JMU
president Linwood Rose pointed out that JMU ranked first
in the nation for money raised
by a college during Relav fof
Life, and Fred Hilton, director of the Centennial Office,
explained the planning of the
celebration scheduled to take
place in 20X18.
The tuition price of summer sessions also Increased
In addition, junior Stephanie
Genco, who currently holds the
non-SCA student position on
the board, gave a presentation
about two programs she has
organized.
Genco's first program, "Parts
& Pats on the Commons" which
took place in October, gave students the opportunity to comment on what they liked and disliked about the university. Based
on the feedback she receded,
Genco presented her plan for a
frog ram called "Myth Busters."
he program will attempt to
answer students' question likewhy books are so expensive and
what happens to the money from
parking hckets.
"I think that the Mvlh Busters
program is a great wa\ to educate students on how tin- university functions. (ienCO said
Another topic of discussion at the moeling was |\ll |
Carnegie distinction.
The
Carnegie distinction is given
to those schools thai are wellrounded and unique. Carnegie
schools also epitomize what is
means to be a higher-education
facility. Perrine explained what
is unique about |Ml
"JMU did
research to
see how many other schools
closely resemble |ML. Miami
University of Ohio was found to
be the only university with similar characteristics, explained
Perrine- "This is because of the
high graduation rale tor our
undergrad population |80 per
cent| and other (actors, which
says something about the high
quality of education hen- at
lames Madison."
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of
James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news
Involving the campus and local community The Breeze strives to be impartial and
fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights
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Pancakes for Parkinsons

KISHKR/SEV/OK HR/THI

Possession of Marijuana
Several JMU students were charged with possession
ol marijuana at Rockingham Hall Jan. 9 at 7 43 p.m.

Harassment
A JMU student reported receiving harassing phone
calls in Wampler Hall from an acquaintance Jan. 9
at 8'45 p.m.
Number ot parking tickets since Aug. 29:12,039
Number ol drunk in publics since Aug 29: 47

The Junior Class Council. Alpha Phi Omega and
Circle K are sponsoring Pancakes lor Parkinsons
Late Night Breakfast in the Festival Center on Jan
t9 Irom 10 pm. to 12 a.m. For more information,
contact Liz Young at youngtg.

Submit your Duke Days events to
breeze news @ hotinail.com

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Go to www.thebmeOT.org
and oack on the classified link or come mo the c*ce
weekdays between Sam and 5pm
■ Cost $5 00 lor the first 10 words $3 for each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. $10 par
column inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Contact Us
The Breeze is pubkahed Monday and Thursday mornings and (Mributod throughout
James MarJson University and the local
Hamsonburg community Comments and
comptamls *odd be addressed to Nathan
Chianteia. editor
Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127
Advertising Department:
(540)568-6127

Editor: Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorOhotmail. com
chianfnaaymu.edu
News Desk:

(540) 568-6699
breezenewsOhotmail.com
Arts and Entertainment Desk:
(540)568-3151
bn9nartsOhotma1l.com

ADVERTISING STAFF
Specialty Advertising
Ada Manager:
Executive:
rt
Ml I
Aaalstant Ada
LolaSizemore
Ads Dexkjn Manager:
Manager
Meghan O Donned
Tyler Adams
Ad Executive*:
AdDsaigners:
Kevan Maclver
Melissa Watts
KeHy Pedersen
Brian Sikorski
Knsten Blanco
RaghM Mamlno
Brian Soatak
Ryan Croft
Monica Crunisaz
Anthony Cofasurdo

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
breezesportsOhotmail. com
Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionQhotmail.com
Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
breezephotoOhotmail. com
breezegraphicsOhotmail. com

Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
Phone: (540) 5884127
MSC 6805
Flx. (540) 568-6736
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807

Now Delivering
Call 438-9993
Every order over S'IO.OO receives a
free small order of wings!

'"'•Xrpln.ltHanl*'**

***Breakfast Special***
Egg £r Cheese
Texcu Hold'em
on a Bagel or Biscuit

ONLY
$0.99!!!
Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday

+4 Tuesday** ♦ •%
EVERY Tuesday with cash prizes!
No Buy-In Necessary

Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for$l more

Now offering FREE DELIVERY!

95 South Main St.

mmm ... breakfast
Join us Sundays

Harmonburg, VA 22801

540-442-9923
Monday - Friday 7am-8pm
Saturday 9am-8pm • Sunday 11 am 4pm
438-0080

Open 11am - nm_

starting atlOam

7 days a week

120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

Advertising Manager
Job Description:
■ Supervises ad and design staff.
• Promotes client-rep relationships & designer-sales rap
relationships.
■ Trains and directs staff on deadlines, paperwork, ad
design and creation.
•
■
-

Prepares an ad page budget for managing editor.
Responsible for final proff of all display & classified ads.
Maintains larger clients.
Handles staff and client conflicts.

- Consults with ad committee to resolve client/ad issues.
■ Leads weekly staff meeting; provides promotions &
contests for staff.
• Oversees delivery of inserts to printer.
• Requires 20 hrs. of work per week.

Qualifications:
1.) Must have worked for The Breeze in an advertising
capacity for at least one semester or exhibit knowledge
and skills to lead ad staff.
2.) Should exhibit strong organizational and Interpersonal
skills.
3.) Should exhibit leadership ability.

Submissions Required:
1.) Student online application through JobLink.
2.) Resume.
3.) Cover letter.

Come learn more about JMU's
INTERNATIONAL
Semester, Short-Term,
Exchange, and Internship Programs
Thursday, January 19, 2006
College Center Grand Ballroom
llam-3pm
*** A HEALTH & WELLNESS PASSPORT EVENT ***

Submit by January 30, 2006 at 5pm
to Lindsey Shantz, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall
or e-mail to the breeze@jmu edu

Hiring Procedure:
A five-person committee will Interview and hire advertising
manager on February 2, 2006 at a time to be determined.
Committee includes out-going ad manager, out-going
editor-in-chief, production director, publication
coordinator and out-going managing editor.

ff(£©&\79

CAMPUS

Rachana Dixii. Kdilur
Drew Lepp. Editoi

breezenewsGi Hotmail.i urn
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M the plan Is approved and funding Is received, the stadium would not undergo renovations before July 1, 2006, and It would take at least a year to complete. There are no finalized plans, but
a $10 million project to expand the stadium was recently approved In the governor's 2006 08 budget.

Bridgetorth gets ready for an upgrade
Potential upgrades may include a new press box, turf, luxury suites
■Y WHrTNEY PROFfITT
CONTRIBUTING WK/TtR

Plans to upgrade Bridgeforth Stadium
have been made and currently awaits approval of the Va. General Assembly before official
plans can be determined.
Charles King, vice president of administration and finance, said as of now there are
no finalized or official plans for the stadium.
However, a $10 million project to expand the
stadium was recently approved in the Governor's 2006-'08 budget.
If passed, the project would include many
changes, such as replacing the turf on the field.

improving the press bo* facilities, adding luxury suites. Improving reetrootn and concession
facilities and expanding seating.
While no definite decision has been made
on how many seats would be added, there has
been discussion to Increase the capacity of the
stadium from 12,000 to 20,000.
Phase One of the project would replace the
stadium's aging Astroturf with Sports Grass, a
surface made to look like and mimic real grass.
In addition to looking better, the turf may be
safer. "The injury rate on that surface is much
lower than what we currently have," said Athletic Director Jeff Bourne.
In addition to the new turf, the press box

will be improved and luxury suites would
be added. Seating would be the final part of
the expansion. For several years, temporary
bleachers have been added in the end zone.
"This project will enable us to eliminate
these temporary bleachers and add a significant number of additional seats," King said.
In addition. Bourne added,"Addition.il
seating would help generate more revenue
and help fill the large demand."
The project now needs the approval of the
Va. General Assembly. After gaining approval,
an architect would be brought in to review and
assist with expansion options.
"This could not occur before July 1, 2006,

and it would take a minimum of 12 months to
complete this process," King said.
Any expansion projects done on the stadium would also have to be approved by the
school's Board of Visitors. A financial analysil
would need to be done in order to determine
exactly how much the upgrades would cost.
Ticket sales revenue, student fees, private
funds and athletic reserve funds would be
used to fund the project.
"I'm extremely excited about the prospect," Bourne said. "We've worked hard to
get to the point where we are, and as an administration, we look forward to taking it to
the next level"

_Ashby.

Crossing
AARON STEWART naff phtHographe,
A tunnel under South Main Street will be needed because of Increased pedestrian traffic.

Tunnel to be built under S. Main St.
SY RACHANA DIXII
NEWS EDITOR

Due to a potential increase in
the amount of pedestnan traffic
caused by the future Performing Arts Center, the universit)
is seeking funding for a tunnel to
be built under South Main Street
connecting the Quad with the
new center
Proposals for the tunnel
project began in 2002. Charles
King, vice president of Administration and Finance, said, 'The
tunnel is necessary to provide a
safe passageway from the main
campus lo the new Performing
Arts facilities "
King said the construction of
the tunnel will be completed in
two phases. The first phase, which

is anticipated to begin in the summer of 2007, will relocate the utilities from South Main Street I lc
said this phase will hopefully be
completed by August 2007.
Phase Two is expected to take
place the summer of 2008, which
will include the installation of the
tunnel itself The pro|ect is sot fa i
be finished before the opening
Of the Performing Arts Center,
scheduled for 2009.
JMU spokesman Andy Pemne
said the proposed tunnel would
start toward the center of the
Quad and end in a plaza between
the two buildings of the new Performing Arts Center. "The idea is
that it leads dinvtlv to the parking
deck," Pemne said.
The tunnel project itself costs
roughly $375 million. JMU is

responsible tor supplying about
SIM million of the total project
COSt while matching Hinds "ill
be provided bv the stale. University .ithvi.iis will be lobbying
the Va. General Assembly and
Governor-eject lim Kainein the
near future, since the legislative
session begins this month.
Some preliminary Inveatt*
gallon has been completed lo
determine H h.it steps .ire necessary to install the runnel ROOM
South Main Street. King -..lid,
"A geotechnical study h.is been
completed, which provides the
university with information on
thfl substructure of the street.
He added, "We also have determined that then1 an' several
utilities located mtheslnvt which
will have to be ivlocated."

OrangeBand starts Anti-Apathy Campaign
■Y

Btckv

MARTINEZ

■

OrangeBand is encouraging students to get involved with issues important to diem with the upcoming Anb-Apathy Campaign, scheduled to nm
from March 15thmugh31.
On Jan. 28, OrangeBand will host the Anti-Apathy Campaign Planning Workshop at TDU from 12
to 7 p.m. All an' welcome to participate in the open
space discussion and to help shape the Anti-Apathy
Campaign in their own way.
The OrangeBand Initiative is JMU's non-profit,
non-partisan student organization dedicated to providing a forum for people to openly express their ideas
and see what others have to say. The organization's
goals are to pnimote civil discourse, civic engagement
and social capital, according to its mission statement.
"Socialcapital |desmbes| how connected wean.',''
said Kai Degner ('03), faculty member and ft .under of

Orangelkind, who believes th.it Ideal apnad when
people an1 comfortable chvussing them.
Orangelkind president |unior l\ler Burton arid
OrangeHand's events and open-space tonims allow
anyone to engaffl in open, tneiullv, relevant conversation" on any topic they choose.
"People re.illv cam, bill don't talk about it,"
he Midi
Degner said OrangeBand wants to put events together to combat .ip.ithv. which is theopjx-site of dvtl
engagement
riiirton and I Vgner Hid the JMU community has
shown interest in the discussion of ideas gauged by
the popularity o! public displa\ nt orange bands I he
orange strips of cloth made available at OrangeBand
events an- not given out, but rather made available
lor the taking b\ am one who lias an issue he or she
WOUJd like todisaiss
"We want to be a national example of what a student population* an do. IVgrn-rsaid.

Are You Just Another Name
on a List?

Ashby has 4-bedroom apartments
for immediate leasing
* Pool
* Rtnes6 Center
* Pet Friendkj
* Tennis Courts
1191 Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001
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STUDENT HOUSING
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Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dispatched
Servlca to all major airporte
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day. 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

2.3.4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms

JANUARY 12 - 21
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4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.
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.1.2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.
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3 bedrooms '
Features three full floors of
spacious living space. Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.
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Fox HillTownhomes

4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.
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2 & 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts
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Madison Gardens
3 Bedrooms •
Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom
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4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

3 Bedrooms
Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad
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1,2 S 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Most
utilities included.

HOT/opes;,

qi COKES;,

I «Kf <11 BUCKET/ OFJ POPCORHI *Og«j
ONLV/S2S]

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with lull
kitchen and washer/dryer

M

Many homes and townhomes
available for lease throughout
the area.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
COMMERCIAL Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info(«icbcfunkhouser.com |
FUNKHOUSER
(540)434-5150
REALTORS
COLDWELL
BANKIR

www.cbcfunkhouser.com
>' ?0O3 Golft—R Btrltti Co<nmno«i FurMhouaaf Raanora CoftfMl BuM> ConNiwcW • I
ftcantod t>«tamarti 0* l*« CoWw■ Birut Real EMM* Corporaaon Eacn OMc« •• indapandant*,
Ownad and Opanmd An Equal Opportunely Employ** Equal Houang Opportunity
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SUPER CROSSWORD
| _pw Prices -

1 |S$
f £fi

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best F<^

China Express

i

(540) 568-9899 *

§ 1031 Port Republic Rd
- Next to Food Lion

i

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

Ihe Best l/ali/e Combo

£
*

BEST
CHINESE!**
Voted *1 by The

SCI
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
•SC6
•SC7
SC8

Chicken Broccoli
Pork. Chicken. Beel or Shrimp Chow Mem
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
FREE DELIVERY
Hunan Chicken
Pork with Mixed Vegetables
see Mixed Chinese Vegetables
•SC10 Hunan Vegetables
sen Chicken with Cashew Nuts
•SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
•SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beel
SCI 6 Pepper Steak
Vegetable Lo Mein
SC17 Beet with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
Spring Roll
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
•SC21 Hunan Shrimp
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
SC22 Triple Delight
•SC23 General Tso's Chicken
and choice of soup:
SC24 Sesame Chicken
t
SC25 Four Seasons
Wonton,
SC26 Pork, Chicken. Beet, or Shrimp Lo M«tn
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
[nn []rnn
•SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
9 U,UV* Ind cates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Limited Area
$10.00 minimum
Flex Accepted

on/y^^P All come with

u

or Hot and Sour

Try Our Chef Specials

$7.45

(served with Plain Fried or Steamed Rjn]

>
>

Bourbon Chicken
Lemon Chicken
Amazing Chicken
o~\ MOT 'MOT - pooj }sag - saoujj MO-| 'MO-] 'MOT ■ P°°J

m CTj^HCgKH

ACROSS
I Pugilistic poke
4 Silenced a squeak
9 Fuel source
13 "Turandot" lenor
18 Heady quaff
19 Savanna sight
20 Lhasa
21 Arbus apparatus
22 Rodent's favorite
Monkees tune?
24 Lost in thought
25 Nuclear
26 Brimming
27 Join up
29 Take into account
31 Hook's mate
32 - reaction
34DivaPonselle
36 Moon crawler
38 Relative of -ator
39 Rodent cheesecake?
45 Laundry problem
47 Frigga's fellow
48 Young boxers
49 Relished a roast
51 "Taxas Bulba" author
54 Emulate Pinocchio
55 Brandy cocktail
58 Protect with plastic
61 Resident
64 "Yours. Mine and
--(•68 film)
65 Keatsian creation
66 Redact
67 "The Bartered Bride"'
composer
70 Serenade
accompaniment
72 TVs "South"
74 Road curve
75 Rodent's educational
level?
79 Dit's cousin
82 Read quickly
83 Actress Vima
84 Peeper protectors
88 Oomph
90 Tokyo, once
91 Like some cellars
93 ll may suit you
94 Closet freshener
% Calculator features
99 Winter hazard
100 Trattoria treat
101 TV chef Martin
103 "- Shuffle"
('77 song)
104 Seaweed product
105 Bobby's flashlight
108 Rodent's Olympic
motto?
112 Broad st.
114 "Gotcha!"
115 Article
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Il6--Night"('58hit)
117 Apl rhyme fur squirm
II9"L'-,C'M| moi"
121 Matches
125 Inception
129 Cartoonist Charles
131 Writer Charles
133 Ficlional rodent?
135 Rink rental
136 List ender
137 "Peer Gym" composer
138 Psychic Getter
139 Veronica of "Hill
Streel Blues"
140 Surrender
141 Big revolver?
142 Sticky stuff

DOWN
1 Secure spot
2 - mater
3 Rosary pait
4 Speak freely
5 Roth6 Exist
7 Temptation location
8 Earl - Biggers
9 Living room
10 Anlipollution grp.
11 The-Jungle"
('30 film)
12 Carry
13 Punfect pet?
14 Grandpa McCoy
15 Rodeni refreshment'
16 Pisces follower
17 Sapphire side
21 Future officer

HI 18
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23 "We've Only Just -"
('70 hit)
28 Hockey legend
30 Urban transport
33 Sugar amis.
35 Barbecue
37 Christmas visitors
39 Voting venue
40 Tum of phrase
41 Sib', kid
42 On the - vive i alert i
43 Summer coif
44 Tristan's tootsie
46 Actress Skye
50 Take Ihe honey and
run
52 Maybeiry town
drunk
53"Whydon i we'
56 Sadistic
57 In the saddle
59 Saying
60 Cheerful
62 Bk convenience
63 Neighbor of
Thailand
68 Used the microwave
69 Digression
71 Prose piece
73 Boal bottom
76 Atlanta campus
77 Indentation
78 Mint! or Whitney
79 Johnny of
"Chocolat"
80 Soap additive
81 City of rodents'1
85 Architect Jones
86 Window dressing?

m
...

87 McCarthy's
Irunkmate
89 West alliance
92 Brace
95 Asia's mi.ire.
96 Snarl
97 Banned pesticide
98 Undon distnet
102 Shake up
104 Actor's actor''
106 Spassky's game
107 Pillbox.eg
109 Bit of a beach
I III Medical grp.
111 TVs'Eight Is
112 About to sink
ll3Screwdmci
ingredient
118 Spouse
120 Composer Wilder
122 Prod
123 Binchy's"-Road"
124 Tend the sauce
126 Wallop
127 Architect Saarinen
128 Small combo
IV) Gibson or Tillis
132 Unbalanced
134 Wager

Sic today'i

answers online
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YOUR
LUCK IS
RUNNING
OUT!
H&TAPARTMEtW
tv.

SyN$4SE
^iri^W^V

Come to Sunchase and take the house.
Only a few rooms remain so secure yours
today!
Need something now?
Check out our website at www.sunchase.net/ Roommate Connection

540.442.4800
www.siiiicl.nse.net
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OPINION

Brian Cioodman, Editor
breezropinion@hotmailsom
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HOUSE EDITORIAL

Vacation falls short of student needs 2006: Year in preview
in

BOBBY MCMAHON

SENIOR WRITtR

ma

With our first wtdc ot classes well underway, w« have officially bid farewell
to our friend, the ever-popular Winter
Break. Winter Break used to be known as
"Christmas break," but recently changed
it-- name in light of public pressure Never one to go halfway, however. Winter
Break accompanied the new name with
a weight-loss program that ultimately
took a quarter off the break.
As a result, our beloved Winter Break
went from four glorious weeks to a paltry three. In the grand scheme of Winter
Breaks, we fall a little short in comparison, js most tchoolfl In the I <»t lie endowed with the traditional four weeks
off. while some grant as many as M\
We also are one of the few schools to
return to class before Martin Luther King

BETWI IN

Day, requiring all students and staff to
report lor a mere week before Krantlni
more time off. Most other universities
have figured out that, rather than flanking the first week of class with vacation
time, beginning the spring semester on
Tuesday makes much more sense
This puts our students at a great disadvantage, for the break is an integral
part of the academic year. It provide'
many of us to go back to work, recouping the hole in our bank accounts and enabling us to pull through to the summer.
Attempting to make the same amount of
money in three weeks that one pre\ IOUSly made in four can throw ofl students'
already precarious tmances. A fourweek break also enables us to see famil)
and friends, both near and far, whom we

have neglected while lost in the bright
lights and big city that is Harrisonburg.
But Winter Break is our friend primaiil) because it allows us to recover,
for by the end of finals week, the student body is more burnt out than the
members of Kiss. Three weeks is hardly
enough time to recuperate; with only
three weeks, there likely are members of
the student body who still are hung over
from last semester. Three weeks of Winter Break is a sneer to the student body
who desperately needed some real time
off. The university cannot expect to put
our noses back to the grindstone when
the) te still worn down from last time.
IMl would be wise to keep this petite
Winter Break as short-lived a concept as
it was a vacation.

mi LINES

W.Va. tragedy should be remembered in New Year
■v

PATRICK CAIIAHAN

S£MOR WRfffR

As people across the nation watched the big ball drop, I
would say that ver\ few of them, young people especially,
even considered making • New Year*! resolution that would
benefit the less fortunate. No, most of us probably stuck to the
same old "stop smoking" or "lose weight" resolutions. But I
would bet that 1$ miners Irom West Virginia — 12 of whom
have since lost their lives — had hopes and dreams lor things
more admirable than we can imagine.
But now those men are gone torever I he\ leave behind widows,
sons, daughters and hopes of rearing peacefully — but whv? Why
did they have to work their entire lives toiling miles below the earth?
The answer is quite simple — in an area with few employment opportunities, they left themselves at the mercy of mine
"ihcials and company owners in order to provide a better hie
for their families. They went down the mine shafts each day
knowing it might be their last. But they continued to do so,
not because they enjoyed u, not because they felt any significant attachment to the coal that covered their clothes and filled
their lungs — but because they loved their families and cared
more about their future than their own

The people who stood to profit Irom these miners' sacritues couldn't have c.ired less what physical or emotional consequences these men Buffered. They didn't care that the miners children h.irdl\ saw them or that their wi\es kissed them
every morning before work praving silently to God that they
would return to them in one piece. These thoughts don't cross
the minds of big mine executives who sit in offices far away
from Sago, West Virginia and who hardly know the town at all,
aside Irom the profit reports that come across their desks.
When 1 see Ben I latheld, chief executive of International Coal
Group Inc., or Gene Kitts, senior vice president of the company,
step Up to •" podium to deliver a heartfelt briefing to nationwide
television — I scoff at the irony. Where were they throughout
the last year when federal inspectors and mine safety otti. ials
cited them time and time again fol satet\ violations and rule
infractions? Some of the violations involved filings as serious as
Inadequate protection from roof falls, hazardous gas leaks and
breathable dust. It they cared so much about the miners who
thov choose to impersonally call "production crews," then why
have they Ml on the sidelines for months while allowing the
miners to tontinuallv enter such a hazardous environment?
.

Congratulations. It's 2006.
I uin't believe it either. As the
sights and sounds of 2005 fade
from our collective consciousness
like the transgressions of a boozesoaked bender, we, as time-monitonng humans must turn our attention tit the events of 2006, as
already have pundits and quacks
alike made attempts to predict
what our new year will bring.
Yet, to the best of my knowledge,
none of them have a crack team
of investigators with ptyehk
abilities (and, as of Jan. 1, dental
insurance) working on their side.
I thankfully do. Here are the
events that will shape our world
and gamer headlines in 2006.
11 seems 2006 will be a year for
the record books, most notably in
the world of weather. While records were set across the globe in
2005 (most notably in the categories of tmpical storms and highest
average temperature), 2006 will
break those records with such
McGwire-like tenacity that Major
Ix-ague Baseball will try to test
Mother Nature for steroids. In response to the dire state of the Arctic, multi-national soda giant and
polar bear enthusiast Coca-Cola
will lead the charge for tougher
emissions standards in an effort
to curb polar ice melting and
subsequently save their beloved
(. hristmas mascots fn»m drowning. In other business news, 2006
will mark the beginning of the
end for the tanning bed industry,
as the destruction of the ozone
layer coupled with rising global
temperatures will enable yearround outdoor tanning worldwide and give teenage girls who
are uncomfortable with their pale
complexion new and sexy ways
to contract skin cancer.
In the realm of politics, the
Supreme Court will command
news coverage well past the confirmation heanng of Samuel Alito,
when in March a bad container of
applesauce in the SCOTUS kitchen will lead to the retirements of
Justices Scalia, Stevens, Thomas
and Ginsburg. President Bush,
facing a shortage of qualified jurists, will nominate New York Jets
star and All-Pro cornerback Ty
Law solely on the strength of his
last name. Justice Law will strike
fear into the hearts and bladders
of those entering the court, as
they know Law will exact swift
and definitive |ustice on whoever
presents in his chamber. Given

the stature of his name, J. Law will
be given the unprecedented right
to interrupt court proceedings
with a timely "I AM THE LAW!"
or "YOU CANT HANDLE THE
LAW," leaving the object of the
outburst looking like Sen. Pat
Geary when Tom Hagen says,
"This girl has no family. Nobody
knows that she worked here. It'll
be as if she never existed."
While rampant change will
occur on around theglobe.MMVI
will also be a year of change on a
more personal level for one lucky
JMU student. On the morning of
[une 17, one of you will drive to
meet your fiance" for breakfast at
Bob Evans (because your fiance
has an unhealthy appetite for
gravy) and, upon arrival at your
destination, you will discover
that your fiance! has been transformed into a Blue-Backed African Rhinoceros (Diem* tendrados). After a sizable donation by
your fiance's parents into the Til
Marry Your Child if You Buy Me
A Sailboat" Foundation, you will
chose to keep the engagement
on and spend hours daydreaming about your wedding day in
vivid detail: You, quivering with
anticipation over the brand-new
sailboat in the parking lot, and
your fianceV rhinoceros, fantasizing about charging into the
congregation and goring Uncle
Phil, will stand across from each
other dressed in the finest formal
attire. If this turns out to be your
future, I wish you all the blessings of a happy life together and
all the joys that only a house full
of children can bring.
The year of 2006 will end
much in the same way that its
predecessors have ended, with
alcohol-fueled
indiscretions
and countless "reviews," "look
backs" and "retrospectives" on a
year barely over. For some, 2006
will be a year of great achievement, unparalleled discovery
and newfound promise for a
world so embroiled in turmoil
and stnfe. For others, 2006 will
be remembered as a year of unbelievable mediocrity in your
life, containing performances so
pedestnan that you'll have trouble believing that you weren't
asleep the entire year. Whatever
your future may hold, good luck
in 2006, and pray that your fiance
doesn't turn into a rhino.
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and will no!.
under urn/ circumstances, copy and
paste something into his profile.
Stop asking.
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NOW UNDER A NEW MOJO
BRING IN "miS COUPON TUES 7-9PM FOR A FREE ORDER

CLUK'S DELUX CHICKEN BITES
THURSDAY.LADIES NIGHT:
Affordable Fun & Some Lucky JMU Lady Wins $80

Alone.
Scared,
Pregnant?

HEY IU THAT'S TDNITEUI
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT... COLLEGE BAND NIGHT:
CHECK OUT MONEY PENNY UMlAmnvSntk ibout to biowupl
w/SUN DOMINGO on WED the 18th

Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center
AFFORDABLE FOOD, GREAT MUSIC A UNFORGETTABLE FUN

432-06101 dothapub.com

Call 434-7528
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Miners: Unearthed problems
MISERS, from page 06

CPOK
E-mail darts and pals to br«wdp(<« Imiiiuil . mii
Dans A Pats are submitted antm\mou\l\ anil printed on a spaceavailable basis Submissions are based upon one person's opinion of a
HJiwi Miuation. person or event ami do not neiewanh reflect the truth
A "thanks-for-keeping-me-up-to-datc" pal to my brother
who sends me The Breeze to en|oy while I'm deployed.
From an Army Nurse serving overseas who misses both JMU and
her brother dearly.
An "as-if-finals-aren't-crappy-enough'' dart to the ot\ mvants who tracked dog poop all over our townhouse when responding to a gas leak.
From some disgruntled upperciassmen who, while they are appreciative
of your hard work, actually prefer the smell of leaking propane to dogfects
A "glad-to-see-you're-secure-with-your-sexuality" pat to the
guy wearing bright pink pajama pants to D-hall. .
From a girl who appreciated the unexpected interjection of laughter
during finals week, and knows it takes a real man to wear pink.

What really gets
to me is that after
seeing 3 times a*;
many
violations
and 2 times as many
illations since taking over the mine—
the mine officials
had the audacity
to stand on ground
miles above the
bodies of 12 dead
miners and tell the
national media that
safety has improved
dramatically since
the takeover and
that, "We think that
we are operating a
safe mine."

While watching
CNN's
Headline
News over break I
saw in a five minute span what our
nation's priorities
have been reduced
to. At 41 minutes
past the hour they
showed a griefstricken man from
Sago standing in
front of a church
asking with tears
in his eyes how
the mine officials
could've
allowed
this to happen and
why they would so
irresponsibly communicate the fates
of those men. At

43 minutes past the
hour the newscaster
gave a shockingly
unemotional wrapup and by 44 minutes past the hour it
was on to stock reports and news on
the latest pop star
romances.
The nation will
forget this tragedy.
They will forget
who allowed it to
happen. But the
people in West VirfinI.I will not—and
hope you won't
either.
Patrick Callahan
is a senior political
science major.

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in
The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. Lettt-rs
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a
phone number for verification andean bee-mailed to
breezeopinion@hotmail com or mailed to MSC fcfiOS (il,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harnsonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as
a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion ofjnv individual stiff

membet of The Breeze
Editorial Board:
Nathan Chiantella, editor in chief
Krtsten Green, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necesianly reflect the opinion
of the newspaper, this staff, or lames Madison Unn <

6ET YOUR FREE PIC T1HRT!!!

m-f9am-8pn)
sat 9am-5pm

An "I-have-a-news-flash-for-you-Walter-Cronkite" dart to
the group of guys who, thinking they were so hot right now.
flagrantly cut in line at Dukes.
From a disappointed junior who is pretty sure there's a lot more
to life than being really, really good looking, and wants you to plan on
finding out what that is.
An "iratmctors-should-take-lessons-rronvyou" pat to the
professor who stopped to chat with us and pass out candv canes
the day before our final.
From two stressed-out roommates who had all but taken up residence in ISAT studying for finals, and greatly appreciated the random
act of kindness.
An "even-my-dog-is-house-trained" dart to the person who
thought it would be fun to donate a pair of soiled panties in the
box at Festival for warm winter clothing donations.
From a junior girl who almost soiled her own panties in liorror
after seeing the mess as she passed by.

W

COME IN AND 6ET A CLUB <ARD,
PURCHASE 5 BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND 6ET A FREE PK. T-SHRT!

scrapbooking CRAFT HOUSE
drav/ing&pamting j j 3 K^H Ave.
yarn&knitting betmen \ia\\ty Mall
mtting&franting
&costco
beads,beads,beads M-m7
&so much more mmwmtm

The JMU College of Visual and Performing Arts
Encore Series & CMSS present

The Harlem Gospel Choir

*iU 3:i±m

wmm
Editor-in-Chief
Job Description:
• responsible lot final review ol

Iki Bntit
• Makes front-page decisions.
- Handles corrections and
community concerns.
- Serves as liason between
administration and newspaper
• Supervises section editors.
- Conducts staff meetings twice
a week
- Develops long-range goals lor
The Breeze
- Serves as member of JMU
Media Board
• Maintains expenses within Tht
Breeze budget

Qualifications:
1.) Must have worked for Tht
Brttie in an editorial capacity for
at least one semester.
2.| Must have taken at least 6
hours of journalism courses,
including a course in Media law
OR attend a training workshop
for Breeze managers. (TBA in
January 2006)

Submissions Required:

Wilson Hall Friday, Jan. 13 7:30 p.m.
Ticket informal ion: Harrison Hall Ixibby, M-F 12-4; Call 568-7000
All Seals Reserved; Free shuttle service beginning 6:30 p.m. from ISAT lot C-10

Adults $20; Seniors $18; Students, $10

Special JMU student price, $5
The world famous Harlem Gospel Choir hills itself as one of the world's pre-eminent
Gospel choirs. It travels the globe, sharing its joy of faith through its music, and raising
funds for children's charities. The choir is a gathering of the Finest singers and musicians
from various churches in Harlem. Through its music and dynamic performance, the
choir creates a better understanding of the African-American culture and Gospel music
as it relates to the Black church. The theme of every performance is bringing people and
nations together and giving something back.

HtftAj
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^.....ikHMHtmtmeeeMM

I.) Student online application
through JobLink
2.) Resume.
3.) Cover letter (discuss personal
qualifications, understanding of
the position responsibilities and
vision for The Breeze).
Submit by January 30. 2006
by 5pm to Lindsey Shantz
Tht Brttie, Anthony-Seeger Hall
or e-mail to the breeze@jmu.edu

Hiring Procedure:
The Media Board will review
applications January 31 February 2, 2006. and
conduct Interviews February 2,
2006 at 3pm in Harrison Hall.
Conference Room 2131.
Candidates will make a fiveminute presentation during
which hefshe will outline his/her
qualifications for the position
and his/her goals for the
organization. The members of the
Media Board may follow the
presentation with a 10-mlnute
question and answer period

SPORTS
Furniture
moving
fun for all
Ideally, I would be writing in regard to a |MU sport
— probably basketball, being
.is it's in season, but besides
suspending players and losing eight out o( their last nine
games, thev haven't done
much. And I will not bring
down mv sports section with
such negativity (unless you
count two out of the four stories on this page). Instead, I
have devised an alternative
to the World's Strongest Man
Competition that is both more
exciting and utilitarian.
I bring you Competitive
Furniture Moving.
Normally, the strong men
in these competitions move
heavy things of varying shapes
- usually
FROM LEFT FKU>

MATTHEW STOSS

with consonant-heavy names
from tiny, former communist
countries in tight shorts moving industrial equipment.
Not to say dragging an
anchor 25 yards is easy, but
rather, I feel it's inaccessible
to the non-muscled spectator,
as most people do not have
to lube up to walk through
doors. In other words, the average man needs a boat to tow
an anchor.
With furniture moving, like
golf and bowling most notably
before it (well, most sports really), everyone can and has
moved furniture while simultaneously knowing the joy of
watching your old man crush
his fingers between a couch
and narrow door frame only
to hear language once used to
tow an anchor on a boat.
Consider the skill involved
with the moving of furniture
when compared to what those
obscenely buff guys do. In both
arenas, the objects are oddly
shaped, rarely symmetrical
with the weight almost never
dispersed evenly, but unlike
(host' pansies in the World's
Strongest Man Competition,
the furniture mover must navigate doorways, ceiling fans,
chandeliers, pets, stairs and indecisive, nagging women who
don't understand how much
I refrigerator really weighs.
And sometimes, they even do
it while walking backward
— and down stairs! I'd rather
see ugly men, possibly in tight
ihortt, depending on the season and day of the week, move
domestic equipment while
navigating a course more challenging than a straight line.
What do I envision?
A sport comprised of fat
guys with monosyllabic names
with the ability to close a
Golden Corral for an afternoon
moving beds, couches, wardrobes and sconces — whatever
thoM are. To add further drama, some of these competitors
are probably hungover, as men
named Bud, Bob and Leon
with minimum-wage grunt
|obs requiring heavy lifting
tend to be on weekday mornings. Real working guys that
politicians like so often to be
affiliated with.
And now. HUM sample
play-by-play from the firstever World Furniture Moving
Finals, live from an attic somewhere in rural North Carolina.
"Look at Dwayne use his
IMI to get that dining room
table over the coffee table. Perfect technique, eh Kenny? You
would never know he hasn't
worked out since his high
school gym class."
Moments later.
"Oooo, bouncing that armoire off the door frame could
hurt him in later rounds as it
only gets tougher with the
sofa-bed division."
Here, the color man interrupts.
"In his defense, Dick, he
was moving backwards down
old, wooden steps. Everyone
knows that the judges favor
the blindside maneuver. It
shows both the mover's agility
and courage. Plus, he's hung
over. What heart!"
Matthew Stoss is a junior
English major with lots of spare
time.

Matthew Stoss. hdiior
Mcagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor
brcczesporisC" holmail.com
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Dukes take
losing streak
into Thursday

It Smta is starting his list for
2006, he can scratch off Marcus
Vick and put him on the list for coal
and that's one list lu- won't have
to check twice.
Seriously, who does Marcus
Vick think he is? Not only did he
intentionally step on Louisville's
All-Amencan, NCAA sacks-leading defensive end Elvis Dumervil,
but when his coach, hrank Beamer.
asked him to apologize, lie apparently didn't. IXimervil denies ever
having received an apology
What Virginia lech does is its
own business; I, for one, did not apply there. But
I can hon- T« SHORT REPORT
estlv MV that
I don't think
behavior like
this would
ever have
been tolerated at IMI

BY MATTHEW STOSS
SPORTS rnrroR

The JMU men's basketball
team could use a hug.
In Dean Keener's second
season as head coach, Madison
is 3-9 and
bed with ——
MCHl S

££ Basketball
the worst
overall
*«>"* in
"* Col°rual Athletic Association.

Thursday
VCU.tJMU

7 p.m.
Convocation
Cajnttr

In conference play, JMU is 04,
placing it in a four-way be for
last place.
The Dukes' standing hasn't
been helped by a current four
game losing streak, which
comes within a stretch where
they have dropped eight out of
their last nine games.
Also making things
worse are the susjxusions ol
junior forward Cavell Johnson and redshirt freshman
guard Joe Posey.
Johnson was suspended
|an. 4 for the remainder of the
i and had his scholarship

I'm surv rv

ervont' WM
.i hull- disappointed
in
the fact that MEAQAN MMAUXO
our tootball
te.ini didn't make it to the playoffs
this season, but I'm more proud of
our program for having a team that
isn't made up of a bunch of thugs
who can't go one season without
getting suspended or having intercourse with minors.
Virginia Tech has built its
school's reputation on its football
pntgram. And how unfortunate
that is for them today, because their
"star quarterback," aka an oven.it ed punk version of his older brother, was kicked out of school.
Congratulations, Virginia Tech.
you won the Gator Bowl — and a
MM starting quarterback.
I know that some of you may be
thinking what din's any of this have
to do with |Ml sports? But when
something like this happens in college athletics, it can be applied to
situations across the board.
I his type ol behavior should
have never been tolerated at Tech
from the start, but because the
school's football team has so much
hype surrounding it, it would
have been a big blow to their program to get rid of Vick for the first
12 times he screwed up.
That is one of the ma|or differences between our school and the
one down Interstate 81. Because
IMI athletics don't play as much
i>\ an integral role in the funding

see MEN, page 10

HesTs Basketball
CM SIM
ContJOwnM
OU Dominion
GaonjaMaaon
UNC-W
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Toman
Georgia State
VMaamtMary
Oilanari
JMU

4-1.114
4-1.10-4
4-1.114
3-1.10-2
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3-2.9-4
3-2,74
2-2. S-7
1-4.3-9
0-4. 5-8
0-4.4-9
04.34
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JMU Junior guard Ray Barbosa tcorad a season-high 28 points against Toweon Jan. 7.
including a career-high seven 3 pointers in the Dukes' 99-84 losa.

Depth still a question
Soft schedule
early could hurt
Dukes in CAA
BY JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR WRITER

Vulnerability can come in
many different forms, even
when you're 10-2.
As the JMU women's basketball team grinds toward
the season's halfway point, a
quick glance
at the num.—
bers

reveals
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JMU does
not need
any Vicks

No-win situation
Georgia

JAN.

streak,
are C«nt«r
packed in a
s.x-team logjam near the top of the conference standings and lay claim
to four of the top 14 scorers in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
Yet, as JMU enters what
could be the toughest stretch
of the regular season, warranted questions about the Dukes'
lack of depth arc popping up
with increased frequency. The
Dukes have ripped through the
non-conference portion of their
schedule on the shoulders of
arguably the best starting five
in the CAA. But it's been out of
necessity more than choice.
"That wasn'tthe plan going
in," JMU coach Kenny Brooks
said. "We came in thinking
we were going to have a lot
of depth. The core has logged
a lot of minutes and they've
kept us going."
But they haven't had much
of a say in the matter either.

Preseason injuries decimated
JMU's frontcourt and bench.
The four junior starters — center Meredith Alexis, point
guard
Andrea
Benvenuto,
shooting guard Lesley Dickinson and forward Shirley McCall — along with sophomore
forward Tamera Young, answer the bell to the tune of 33
minutes a night. The question
is, can they keep it up for the
next 18-plus games?
"They're going to have to
because we don't have any
other options," Brooks said.
"We can't make a mid-season
trade or pick someone up off
waivers. We've had to re-evaluate our game plan. We're also
trying to rest them in different
ways at practice."
Even so, the Dukes will
need production from their
bench to make a run at the
program's first CAA championship since 1989. Against the
University of Delaware last
weekend, 18-point games from
Alexis and Young and a sevenassist night from Benvenuto
still translated into a 70-62 loss
as Brooks went with a sevenplayer rotation and got only six
points from his reserves — all
from freshman forward Kisha
Stokes. Still, Brooks maintains
that his bench is being productive enough to win, especially
since the CAA is full of good
teams with thin benches.
"That might be the saving
grace this year," Brooks said.
"A lot of teams are playing seven, eight players with the exception of a few teams. Maybe
this is the year where it doesn't
come up and bite you."
The recent knock on JMU
has been the Dukes' inability
to beat the conference's elite
programs, namely Delaware
and Old Dominion University, which owns a collective

6-0 record against JMU since
the beginning of last season.
In the next 12 days, the Dukes
will face three teams ahead of
them in the conference standings — Hofstra University,
ODU and the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington
— looking to prove that their
month-long winning streak
wasn't simply the result of a
soft early-season schedule.
"This will be a good test
for us," said Benvenuto, who
added that the Delaware game
served as a reality check. "For
a while we didn't know what
it was like to lose. We're about
to play a lot of good teams. If
we can beat them on the road,
it will prove that we're a team
that's a contender for a championship."
After all. 10-2 is still 10-2,
and that's something even a
little vulnerability can't undermine.
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Woman's Baskfltball
CAA Standings
Confi Overall
UNC-W

34,9-3

Horatri

34. M

Old Dominion

24.4-7

Dataware

2-1.10-2

JMU

2-1.10-2

Towion

2-1 7-5

VCU

1-2, M

Dra«el

1-2.64

WNaam t Mary

1-2. S-7

Qoorgia Stata

0-2. 34

Oaorga Maaon

0-3.44

Noflhaaatam

0-3.4-3
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JMU sophomore forward Tamera Young drives the
lane against CAA foe VCU. JMU loat for the first time
alnce Nov. 20, Sunday, dropping a conference game
to Delaware In Newark, Del.
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Court Square Theater offers low-cost movie options
Films to be shown include documentaries, big-name actors
•Y JILL YAWORSKI
A&C ASSISTANT EDITOR

)ust when you thought your wallet
couldn't get any thinner after the holiday season, it's suddenly time to buy
new books for ihe spring semester. So
paying $8.50 for a movie ticket seems ridiculous right about now, if not impossible. However, Court Square Theater in
downtown Harrisonburg is now offering a cheaper alternative. For just $5 a
movie, you can watch three interesting
films this month.
"We are trying to pick films that cover
a wide array of foreign and independent
film tastes," said professor Karina Kline
Gabel, who teacnes Spanish at fames
Madison University and also serves as the
theater's program director.
Beginning this Thursday, the theater
will show the indie film "Tnumbsucker,"
which is based on the novel by Walter
Kern. According to Kline-Gabel, the film
is a 70s coming-of-age tale about a 17year-old who can't quit a bad habit. Vince

Vaughn, Keanu Reeves and Sundance
Film Festival Best Actor award-winner
Lou Pucci star in this amusing film.
"People can relate to this film," said
Kline-Gabel. "It pokes fun at the way we
all have to deal with growing up, while
also proving that everyone has a different
way of coping with (life's] issues."
Court Square Theater also will show
the long-awaited documentary "WalMart: The High Cost of Low Prices."
"We had lots of requests from the community to show this film," Kline-Gabel said.
The documentary is based on interviews with ex-Wal-Mart employees and
delves beyond the observable aspects of
the corporate giant.
This film is important to show since
we live in an area where Wal-Mart dominates the economic structure," Kline-Gabel said. "It helps us understand both
sides of these corporate giants. It also lets
us see the people that are making sacrifices so others can have cheap costs."
This past fall. A.]. Morey, associate
dean for cross-disciplinary studies and

also the coordinator of women studies,
held a screening of the documentary.
"It shows the different kind of economic effects Wal-Mart has on communities, individuals and families while also
forcing you to reconsider how (America]
handles corporate policy," Morey said.
The jaw-dropping statistics in the film
makes it worth seeing.
At the end of January, the theater will
show a screening of the praised Palestinian film "Paradise Now," the winner of
multiple pnzes at the 2005 Berlin Film
Festival, produced by Warner Independence. "Paradise Now" tells the story of
two young suicide bombers facing the last
48 hours of their lives.
Kline-Gabel believes this film is significant to show to the community. "It's
timely because we need to understand
where these men are coming from and to
see their frustration," she said.
So look under the couch cushions and
save up enough change to treat yourself to
a night at the movies, and be prepared to
get your money's worth.

showtimes
■^ytumbrnxtm"
Thursday Jan. 12at 730pm
Friday, Jan. 13 at 8 p.m.
Saturday. Jan 14 at 8 p.m
Sunday, Jan. 15 at 230 p.m.
"Wl Mart: Tin High Coat
ofLowPrtcw"
Friday, Jan. 20 at 7 30 p.m.
SaUrday. Jan. 21 at 730 pm
"Paradtee Now"
Thuraday, Jan. 28 at 730 pm.
Friday, Jan. 27 at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan 28 at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 29 at 2:30 p.m.
All shnwmgs ire at Court
Square Theater in downtown
Harrisonburg Tickttiare J5
at the door

New Pilates, yoga studio helps students, community unwind
After 28 years as a ballet dancer, Suzanne McCahill Perrine decided she needed a change. The
owner of downtown Harrisonburg's new exercise studio. The
Center, felt that Pilates would
provide her with exactly that.
"Pilates is challenging because
it takes a lot of control, which is a
really nice transition from ballet because it requires a lot of the
same skills," McCahill Perrine
said. "You really have to have that
body/mind connection."
The Pilates method was created during World War I when
a nurse, Joseph H. Pilates, created exercise equipment for immobilized patients by attaching
spnngs to hospital beds. In fact

the powerful effects of his exercises are what draw such crowds
to McCahill Perrine's studio.
"People keep coming back
because you get the results,"
she said. "You start to see a difference." McCahill Perrine, who
plans to add Pilates fitness equipment to her studio in the spring,
also enjoys the exercise because
of its healing effects. It strengthens, stretches, balances and even
relieves stress — ideal for the
college crowd, who happen to
be her largest demographic.
McCahill Perrine has performed with the Washington
Ballet and various modem
dance companies in Washington, D.C., as well as taught at
JMU and Dance & Co. downtown. She has trained a variety
of individuals of all ages and of

'Red Eye'
DVD dull,
unoriginal
McAdams
carries
movie alone
SY LISA RONFY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

stay calm
BYCAITE WHIT*
A&l EDITOR
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both genders, including JMU
students and members of the
Harrisonburg community.
"Just about everyone can benefit," she said. "The classes can be
modified to suit different needs."
So what makes classes at The
Center different from any other
place in Harrisonburg to exercise? "Students can come here
and feel free," McCahill Perrine
said. "It's a small, intimate space
— it's like a little oasis."
Located on the second floor
of downtown's Keezell Building, across from Dave's Downtown Tavema, The Center holds
10 classes per week, consisting
of eight students in each. That
way, McCahill Perrine can give
students a lot of feedback.
"I really try to let them know
how they can improve or what
they could be doing differently
depending on their specific
needs," she said. "I want my students to know why they're doing what they're doing so they
can apply it to their everyday
lives, like, 'How can I sit differently when I study?"'
Though McCahill Perrine
was originally attracted to the
merits of Pilates, yoga also
plays a role in the body/mind
connection McCahill Perrine
strives to achieve.
"Some people really need an
intense workout, and you can
work up a sweat with these exercises," she said. "But Pilates
and yoga are about patience
— patience with the class and
patience with yourself. You walk
out feeling calm and relaxed."
Additional
information,
prices and a complete schedule
of classes offered at The Center
can be found at Ihecenterdownloum.com.

TOP: Suzanne McCahill
Perrine, owner of
Harrisonburg s new yoga/
Pilates studio, The Center,
Instructs a class Wednesday
morning.
BOTTOM: McCahill Perrine
limits the number of students
per class to eight, that way
she Is free to give more feedback to each participant.
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These, days, thrillers all
seem to blend together. Even
the special features can become redundant. "Red Eye,"
the newest suspense flick from
master of terror Wes Craven
(the "Scream" trilogy), does
not do much to distance itself
from other movies of its genre,
and the small amount of extras
included on the DVD are nothing to get excited about.
The best part of the DVD
is the gag reel, a feature rarelyfound attached to this type of
film, although it should be more
often. The reel is more than five
minutes long, and while it ||
not ridiculously funny, it does
lighten up the mood of a movie
that has little comic relief.
Along with the standard
director commentary, this DVD
includes The Making of Red
Eye" and "Wes Craven — A
New Kind of Thnller," two 11minute featurettes that are only
intriguing to those interested
in aviation and movie set design. These two stereotypical
bonus features include nothing we have not seen hundreds
of times in the past with every
other suspense/thriller movie.
Stars and filmmakers discussing scripts, casting and shooting difficult scenes catches no
one's interest anymore, and the
"Red Eye" DVD makes no effort to raise the bar on the'average disc additions.
As for the plot, Craven's
"Red Eye" is a story about a 20something Miami hotel manager (Rachel McAdams, "Wedding Crashers"), who meets a
seemingly innocent man (Cilhan Murphy, "Batman Begins")
on a late-night flight. The ride
soon turns sour when McAdams discovers that her fellow
Cassenger is on his way to her
otel to assassinate a high political figure and his family.
The gorgeous McAdams is
the highlight of the film. Her
realistic performance is more
on cue than any suspenseridden damsels-in-distress 1
have seen in the past. Unlike
the girls that tend to run into
a dead end and practically
spoon-feed themselves to the
killer, McAdams looks for
any way possible to alert passengers and attendants that
the man sitting beside her is
deadly. It seems like a good
idea, terror at 30,000 feet, but
the fact that the two carry on
a conversation (in which Murphy reveals his entire plan)
at a normal tone, and no one
around seems to hear, makes
the whole plot rather unbelievable. Anyone who has
been on a plane knows that no
matter how softly you speak,
those around will still hear
you. Even a vicious head-butt
does not draw attention from
those Mtting a foot away.
Overall, "Red Eye" is a
passable thnller; with McAdams's stellar delivery and
Murphy's creepy facial structure which defines him as
the villain, Craven was able
to succeed at making a suspenseful film without all the
standard goriness, sex and
swearing t tut seems to define
today's horror flicks.

Indian-American student deals with social issues, stereotypes
Freshman Puja Mody balances traditions, holidays of both Indian, American culture
■v FAREINE SUAREZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Living in a country where racial tension has
been a problem continuing throughout history, it
is always refreshing to hear a story that doesn't
involve a struggle.
Freshman Puja Mody has one such story.
Born in Cujurat, India, Puja's parents immigrated to the United States shortly after their
marriage. Puja was born and raised in the United States, but travels back to India with her
family every two or three years.
"It's fun because it's like you live in two
different worlds, but at the same time, it's one
world and you get the best of both," Puja said.
Growing up in Roanoke, Va., Puja rarely encountered racial hostility. Most of her friends
were intrigued by her culture and often visited
• her house to have some of her mom's homecooked Indian food.

. *

"My friends love Indian food," Puja said,
"Whenever they came over, my mom would always make them eat. Mom feeds the world."
Despite the cultural differences between India and the United States, Pu)a is able to balance
both cultures well. Another perk of being an Indian-American was that Puja has the opportunity to celebrate the holidays of both cultures.
Puja and her family celebrate holidays such
as Christmas, Thanksgiving, and New Years,
but they also participate in traditional holidays
from her native India, like Navratri. Navratri
is a Hindu religious holiday celebrating the
religion's supreme goddess through a series
of dances continued for nine nights. Whenever
Puja visits India, she enjoys celebrating the cultural festivities with her family.
The most difficult thing for Puja to deal with
is the social aspect of being Indian-American. Going out with the opposite sex is a tricky obstacle for
Puja to navigate since the Indian culture tends to be

more conservative toward the subject of dating.
"Thev expect girls to sit at home and cook,"
Puja said, "but that's not who I am."
However, although Puja's life is free from
serious forms of racism, it does not stop her
from being stereotyped.
In high school, she worked at a local Holiday Inn as a receptionist. Because of her heritage, some people assumed that her father
owned the hotel and that was the only job that
she could get.
"Indians receive such a negative connotation sometimes," Puja said. "It's a stereotype
that the only jobs they can get are owning
stores or motels. In reality, most Indians are really smart and earned their education back in
India. But because they don't have an American education, it's difficult for them to find jobs
here, which is why they end up in stores and
motels. As for me, I work at a hotel because I
choose to. It's a job that I enjoy."

aav'J
RAISA ISON .
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Freshman Puja Mody travels back to India
with her family every two or three yean to
revisit her native culture.
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540-438-8800
Franklin Street
Large 1 BR
S550/month

|mAPARTMENTS

JMs Apartments
1 BR-S425
2 BR S475/ S500
3BRS550
4 BR S900

MEN: Basketball drops 8 of 9
Ml \ frcm fhw $
revoked (or violated team rules.
Keener would not specify what
those rules were and Johnson
will be permitted to rejoin the
team nest w.ir
"There were many things
that led up to the suspension," Keener said Monday
after practice in the Convocation Center. "It wasn't one
particular incident. He knew
that he was walking a very
fine line, and over the holidays, some things happened
that put all of us in a position
where some rules and regulations were broken."
Before the suspension,
the 6-foot-8 Johnson averagedl3.4 points and 7.9 rebounds in seven games.
Johnson's absence leaves
lunior forward Chris Cathlin. sophomore center Gabriel
C'h.imi and freshman forward
km .inn James in the low post.
Thus far, James has been the
most coraWcnt
The 6-foot-6 James leads
\\\l in coring and rebounding,
averaging 14,2 points and 8.9
boards a game. James also was
named the CAA's Rookie of the
Week Tuesday after IVCngiM
173 points and 8.7 rebounds. He
recorded the fifth dtmble-double

of his career against Towson
University Saturday when he
scored 19 points and grabbed
10 rebounds in the Dukes' 99-84
loss.
Cathlin and Chami as a
pair are averaging 3 points
and two rebounds in 10 minutes per game. Cathlin also is
KM .n.iilable for every game
as his religion prohibits playing from sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday.
"I really hope that |Cathlin
and Chami] can have a little
more of a sense of urgency and
seize the moment" Keener
said. "Both have had some opportunities in the last couple of
games. There was a game down
in Texas where Chris couldn't
play because it was a Friday
evening and that will happen
again in coming weeks."
The frontcourt is further
depleted with the absence of senior center David Cooper, who
has only played in four games
this year due to injuries sustained in a car accident Nov. 29
and arthroscopic knee surgery
performed three weeks ago.
Before going out Cooper was
averaging 7.3 points and six rebounds a (jame
"What we are right now is
that David Cooper is still on the

injured-reserve list so to speak
with his knee," Keener said. "| As
of Monday, it had been| three
weeks since the 'scope. We just
continue to take it day by day"
Posey, who was reinstated
Monday, served a 13-day suspension and missed five games
due to actions that did not help
team chemistry. Keener said.
Those actions involved a disagreement over running sprints
after practice. Posey has played
in seven games and was averaging 4.1 minutes.
"He violated a team rule.
Keener said. "There were just
some actions that were unbecoming of the team."
Thursday, that team will
host Virginia Commonwealth
University (9-4, 3-2) in a 7 pm.
tip at the Convocation Center.
"Obviously, VCU coming
on Thursday is a big challenge,"
Keener said. 'They're a veteran
team. They'll start three juniors and two seniors and Nick
George and Alexander Harper
and B.A. Walker, those guys
have played an awful lot of
minutes and have a lot of starts
under their belts.
"If we can sure up our defensive struggles, I think we
can stay in most games — including VCU."
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AMY PATCRSON//!k photo
Freshman forward Juwann Jam—
leads the Dukes In scoring and
rebounds. James was named CAA
Rookie of the Week Tuesday.

MIHALKO: It's about time for Vick to leave NCAA
Deck House
437 S Mason

MIHAUCO.from page 8
for our school hilerahng behavior similar to that of Vfck's doesi't happen
The perfect example is the
men's basketball team. While you
tan argue that it's a lot easier to
suspend players on a team that
isn't winning, if s more an issue of
respect and that ties into the reason

1 BR $350/ $435
2 BR $550-$620

freshman forward Joe Posey was
suspended for 13 days. Although
we are unclear on the specifics of
why junior forward Cavell Johnson had his scholarship revoked,
you can bet that the athletic staff at
JMU was not willing to deal with
whatever it was he MM doing.
And for the record, after all the

MARK

*,

speculation about Vick possibly transferring to a Division 1-AA program,
such as ours, I'm glad he deiided i< ■
enter the NFL draft (Jood ndctme.
and good kick to whatever team deodes to draft Vick and all the baggage
he's going to bring with him.
College athletics doesn't
need any more plagues like

Marcus Vick and his egotistical,
careless behavior. And if athletes
can't follow the simple rules set
forth by their coaches and teams,
then they don't deserve a spot
on their team, let alone scholarships from our institutions.
Meagan Mihalko is an angry little
junkr SMAD major.
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Madison Manor
2 BR $700

12 #13 *14 -15

THURSDAY
Liberty Street
2 BR $600
3BR$750&$825

College Station
4BRS1000

FRIDAY

SPEAK OUT

JAZZ TRIO

In celebration of
MLK Jr., participants
will gather at Varner
House and march to
Warren Hall for the
Speak Out presentation
at 7:30 p.m. Call x86636
for more details.

Listen to the Jazz Trio
perform at the Daily
Grind downtown. The
show begins at 7 p.m.

OPEN STAGE
Join Chris Howdyshell as he hosts open
stage night at The Little
Grill. Show starts at 8:30
p.m.

KARAOKE
Roosevelt
Square
4 BR $1200-1300

Show off your skills
at The Pub's karaoke
and dance party!

BILLIARDS

70 Broad Street
6 BR house $1710

LATINO STYLE
Enjoy a "tropical"
mix of Latino music
featuring styles such
as salsa, merengue, bachata, reggae, cumbia
and hip-hop at La Hacienda.

COLLEGE NIGHT
DJ Hypnotiq will
host College Night at
The Pupuseria. Bring
your JAC card to get in
free. Specials from 7:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Play in the Gold
Crown Billiards 8-BalI
Tournament at 7:30 p.m.
Participants get to play
pool for free from 6:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

*"_--
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GOSPEL CHOIR
Harlem Gospel Choir
will perform in Wilson
Hall Auditorium this
Friday night. The show
will start at 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY

YOGA
Relax this Saturday
morning and take a free
yoga class at Cups To
Go at 10:30 a.m.

LIVE JAZZ
Enjoy live jazz at
Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co. beginning at 10
p.m.

MUSIC
Justin Jones and the
Driving Rain will be
performing at The Little
Grill beginning at 9 p.m.
Cover is $5.

BLOWOUT
Let off some steam
at the Artful Dodger's
weekend blowout.

GROOVE
Dance the night away
to the sounds of live
music or DJ at The Pub
this Saturday night.

—

fu
290 W Wolfe St
7 BR house $1995
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REAM

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
Hunters Ridge
Condos
4BRS1000
Townhouses
4BR$1100

www. rinerrentals. com

C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

SUNDAY

0}
Bring your own
vinyl to the Artful
Dodger this Sunday.

TUNES
Come to La Hacienda for international
night and listen to
music from around
the world. Dance to
hip-hop, salsa, techno
and reggae.

ART
John Bell, assistant
art professor at Blue
Ridge
Community
College, will have a
reception to open a
display of his paintings from recent trips
to Ireland. The reception will be held from
2:30 to 4 p.m. at Eastern Mennonite University. Admission is
free.

CLASSIFIED
For Rent
HIRNISHEI)
TOWNHOUSE.
l-Bcdroom, 25 Bah. WD, Madison
Square

SI95.per person

MOUSES:
3BR

571-0510

4BR ORATTAN STREET.

Harrison

Street.

7BR

Grace

Street. 3BR Main Street. Tosvnhouse
*BR

University

Court.

433-2126

HOUSE FOR RENT GREAT HOUSE
AND LOCATION 30 sees from IMU
3BR2Bith Also 2 bedrooms available fot
leaae Spring semester Student Landlord
Call for more information (540)435-9269
289. 291 Jl 293 CAMPBELL STREET

II l/ABETH
5-BEOROOMS.
Floors.
Pordi.

2-Baths.
Peace.

MKII I
Hardwood
56S-3068

ROOMS FOR RENT ON VILLAGE
LANE Call Maude Moore
(703)
820-2919
or
(703)
314-1414
TOWNHOUSE. U CT. 3 b.r.. 2 and half
baths Large private Deck. J285 each No
Pets (540)433-2221 August. Furnished.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
3 BR. 2
baths.
Deck Furnished
Quieter
Location 1250 each 433-2221 August
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
2 BR. 2
baths
And Den.
Furnished. S3S0
each
Family neighborhood
Quieter
students preferred
433*2221 August

available for yearly lease starling June
I. 06 to May 31. 07

Call 433-6047

HOUSE.
bedrooms.
SI250.

«05 COUNTRY RD. 5
3 baths.
2 kitchens
August
433-2221

THE BREEZE

AVAI1.ABI I
NOV. i
ROOM
TO
SUBLEASE - 351 Pheasant Run- from
November to July 06- guy or girl - pets
OK- $ 315 month- internet connection
Call Shasvn 7035938081 or email:
leistesm(ajmu.edu
(540)
879-2951

I BR IS Mill
$300 mo
call
540-493-8316
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APTS ail fanuk.
540-576-3418
or
leave
message

ROOM FOR RENT Share large 3
bedroom house with 2 other JMU
students
Nice
neighborhood
2-3
miles from JMU $300 a month plus
utilities please call for information.
540-825-2106
oct540)
222-6603

ROOM I OK Kl NT"!1 R,«.m in 4hc,l
2bsthhousc Laidback-indrcspcctfuimale
roomates House is very cool and wellkcpt
Sin" month * utilities/4 I block from
campus (85 E Grattan). sh2ofunk(aaol
com or call Sean (503) 706-1978

2BR APARTMENT FOR SUB-LET.
Available
immediately.
Walking
distance to campus GREAT DEAL:
$470 per month includes water and
trash
Call
Dan
(201) 739-2821

TOWNHOUSE 2006 - 2007 4 Bedroom.
Great location Close to JMU. cons cnieni
to stores, restaurants, etc Many extras.
MUST SEE' »260 per bedroom Call
for more information: 433-8423 or 2462345
Email: thao402(u adclptua.net

ROOMSI HI I AM cits-llSmonlh/malc
student / january-august Shasvn:7035938
OSI.valnoralloiadborg (540)879-2951

TieTp Wanted

COMFORT AND INSPIRATION 24-7-365

BARTENDING' $250/day potential
No
experience
necessary.Training
provided
(800)965-6520
Ext2l2

ON THE WEB AT WWW.SPIRITUALITY.COM

Make
svww

TOPICS TO EXPLORE:
Spirituality, Wellness, Self/Identity, Relationships,
Career/Workplace, Financial Security, Current Events
VISIT CHAT ROOMS
Register for inspiration delivered to your e-mail address
IT'S FOR YOU!!!

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

$75

taking surveys online.
GetPaidToThink com

LIFEGUARDS WANTED
Staunlon
Augusta YMCA (all Michelle Gibhs
(540)885-8089
(540)
885-8089
FUN IN THE SUN! lifeguards
wanted
in North
Myrtle
Beach.
"Will
train,"
no
experience
Apply
svww nshslifcguards com
BABYSITTER NEEDED Babysitter
needed Tuesdays & Thursdays Spring
Semester for 2 year old in our home
lxccllcnt pay. Call 540-289-3170

MEXICAN GRILL
futt big burrktot. Mg fl-von.' www.qdoba.com

■

We accept
Flex!
If you hk* froth .nartdltmt and umqut flavor contonmTtom. you'll low Qdoba Mexican GrtH
Tha i*n t ordinary Mexican U tfoodi you know, ytt wift t rwisT that t unforaattabli Bast of all. mall mad*
fast froth and naht In front of you Coma on tn and too foryourulf Wfc* an yw fafnf to Una at Q6okmT'

For catering and fundraising
call Jerilyn at (540) 564-1515

Located across from the new Wal-Mart
In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.
540-564-1515
0»llLID OUf SADkLA.

TMOlt
o*>» W HT-IM M-I -UIW .>

Wanted

Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

••

"I SPRING BREAK WEBSITE*

Low prices guaranteed, tree meals A
parties Book II people, get 12th trip
free'. Group discounts for 6* www.
SpringBreakDiscountscom or www.
LeisureTours.com
or 800-838-8202

HEAVY EQl'IPMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR
I MPIOYMKM

r-

COMMONS SUBLEASE SPRING/SUM
06 S305/month (negotiable) Includes all
utilities except electric Furnished. 3 male
roommates, close to campus, a/c. sv/d,
clean Contact Jesse, dcnhaiiin
edu
or
call
(917)
584-0364

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING Double
Occupancy suite available/Furnished.
Rent
S425/resident
Located
next to RMH hospital
Utilities/
Parking included
(540) 434-3490

Travel

WAITRESSES NEEDED Apply at
Jess' Dossntosvn. No Seniors Plea.sc

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE' 5 Days From
$299! Includes meals, taxes, entry to
exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with cclebnties As seen on Real
World. Road Rules! On campus reps
needed!
www
SpnngBreakl rav. d

Bulldozers, nackhocs.
Loaders, Dump trucks.
Grader), Scrapers,
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Class. Nov. 7th
-National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance
800-3S3-7364
Associated Training SOT ice*
»»« .istn-whookcorn

com

PromoCode: 34 1-800-678-6386

CANCUN.

ACAPULCO.

JAMAICA

From $499'
Travel with America's
largest
A
ethics
award-winning
spring break company' Fl> scheduled
airlines,
free
meals,
beverages,
biggest celebrity parties* On-campm
marketing reps needed! PromoCode:
34
www
SpnngBreak Travel com
1-800-678-6386
(919)
968-8887

Services
TAXES!!! You may be entitled to a refund
of some or all of your income tax paid, even
if your parents claim you as a dependent
$2500'
w/JMll ID "1040A/I040EZ
w/FREE VA return (540) 442-TAXX
Office of Sexual Assault Prevention
Support group tor survivors of sexual
lassault is forming The group provides i
*afe. confidential setting to share experiences. Contact Laura (hoydlw)
for more information.

NAGS
Rentals.
for

HEAD

pictures

Student
Summer
seahrec/crealtv com
(2S2)

255-6328

SPRING
BREAK
2006!
Sun
Splash Tours-The Experts. Running
Spring Break Since 1988, Hottest
Destinations- Biggest Parties, Book
Your Tnp at The lowest Price. Prices
from

$204,

www.sunsplashtuurs.com.

l-l«MM2fr77lfl

Ambitious
Writers
Wanted!
The Breeze is looking for
responsible and ambitious students
who are interested in building a
portfolio, getting invaluable
journalism experience, and leaving
a legacy at JMU.

iMrni I-.™. -*« tm, mm

T
I
I

SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA
With this coupon get a
small chips & salsa for

only $.99!

MiiirAN r,
R 11 i
MEXICAN
GRILL

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE.
Purchase any entree and get any
other entree of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

If that's you, e-mail
breezeeditor@hotmail. com
for more information!

MEXICAN GRILL

Q4D«.u./^UWrMBSi4fMrtafQdM.lMMyr.i.iC«KS4r.no. C200S MiM »rM*M rm»»t MA I Qdoo. u . roputmd rrUtncrk .f Q4oon JtManraM Corpomiien ClOOi Muf praam Mown Mill I
v4m Om coupon pv cunomtr N« foot «rtia .n> onm eft* Valirf inly .r pmnrnpulno lafanoru
orltr On. coupon ppf cuuonm Nor food wtm any athor off*. Will, only at participant, loc.nosi I

I i .mills

Belting MiI 'l«'S\llll|\

PIZZA
1 Medium
|
1-topping Pizza .
just $6.99

i

Make it a Large for I
only $1.00 more
•
Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99

■

Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special

i

V. Expn;es_Dec. 11 , 2005 j

MarinniH-s

Put.

i
Extra Large
■
1 -topping Pizza .
JUS

$9.99

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99

I
.

Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.

■

Expues_ Dec. 11 ,_2O05 j

I nvrvrs
\.II|.

In

Syrup

\lll< I

PAPAJOHUS
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
540 - 433 - PAPA
(7272)

X-tra X-tra1

TUTWILER
VIRGINIA
COUNTRY
STORE

We accept Flex!
Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am - 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday
Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com
For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813

Also featuring products from companies like:
Graves' Mountain
Byrd Mill
Woodpecker Farms
Pasta Valente
Golden Angels
Chile Man
Route 11
Shawnee Springs
Purely American
Blue Crab Bay
and others.
Olde Shenandoah
Open Monday - Saturday 9om - 5pm
Tom Tulwllcr, Owner

540.434.4334

124 S. Main St.
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BREEZE

_
Knitting. Crocheting, and Spinning Supplies.
(hisses Offered. Call for More Information.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1930s Antique Platinum Diamond Ring
f*&frf 1.09Cts. Clarity VS2 Color GHI

r

,r:

^ rocktown yarns

This Week $5200

"The Knitting Answer Book"
signing by Margaret Radcliffe.
Thursday Jan 12. 7-9 p.m.

•All of our diamonds are graded bj an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchoneteweby.com

I'lIC-. l-'ri. II-6, Sat. 11-4

Heidi Lint/ Tnssi-I. owner

54(1/43" n411

115 West Water Street
Downtown Harrisonburg

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vetst
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
433-VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

Shoot Yourself Photo Contest

"JMU Life As You Know It"

Take a picture of what
you think captures an
aspect of JMU life and
enter to win a chance
to have your photo
featured in the awardwinning Bluestone
Yearbook!

*. n
Questions?
Contact
The Bluestone at
568-6541 or email
jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com

